Duo Hong speaks at TEDx
See page 8 for information on the
TEDx event hosted by Centennial
Young Democrats
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“It really hasn’t been
he second semester of the
much different academschool
ically. It’s just surreal that all
year, for some, can be a wake
of this is almost over and everyup call, a reminder that
one’s moving on to college soon.”
deadlines are fast ap-Celina Jensen, 12
proaching and that there
“It is very stressful worrying about is still much left to do begrades for college, studying [for] fore the school year ends in
and taking the SATs, and begin- June. However, for others it
ning to look for colleges.”
is a chance to relax, destress,
-Claire Priestly, 11
and expand horizons. These
differences are highlighted between high school juniors and seniors.
For juniors, after the first semester, time begins to speed up and
students are reminded that they need to start to more realistically
think about their future. They must take SATs/ACTs and AP exams,
consider different college choices, and decide what they want to do
with their life.
On the other hand, for second semester seniors, this time is a
chance to relax, take a nap or two, choose a college, and hit the gym
before their final summer at home.
With junior year and senior year only being one year apart, there
are some similarities, but seemingly endless differences-the first of
which being standardized testing for juniors. As juniors, students
can be studying their SAT prep books, rushing to multiple tutoring appointments, scheduling test times, and praying that the score
they receive will get them into their top college choice. Students
study endlessly for a test that will be done within four hours. All this
studying for a test that determines a student’s college fate.
This stress is short lived however, because for seniors these months
of testing stress are seemingly gone in the blink of an eye. Realistically, after the fall, most seniors will not be taking standardized tests.
For seniors, the real stress is the college application dates looming
overhead. They know how stressful it is for a number to determine a
college acceptance. Most importantly, they know what it feels like to
experience a world of stress at only sixteen.
As rising upperclassmen, juniors become introduced to what most
every high schooler thinks will be the most incredible and fun-filled
night of their life, prom. The juniors see prom as a magical experience only seen in movies, dramatized by the Disney Channel. However, the reality of prom is most times a shock for the newcomers.
There is pressure to have a date, to buy an expensive outfit, and to
have the event live up to the hype. Prom veterans, the seniors, know
that prom is not all it’s cracked up to be, and they know that pictures
are what juniors should look forward to. Getting dressed up, feeling
like a million bucks, and capturing the moment away from stress
is the best part about prom. Knowing that one night doesn’t define
one’s high school career, the seniors also know that it is important
to enjoy every second left at Centennial. Four years may seem like
eternity, but it’s gone before one even knows it.
-Mevie Henderson

JUNIOR
SENIOR

VS

Alarm: 5:00AM to
finish a lab report
that was due yesterday.

Alarm: 6:30AM-ish.
Before Lunch: I
just don’t really
understand how
teachers can give
students so much
work!

Before Lunch: Can
someone please tell
me when lunch is?

Lunch: Finally,
a time to take a
breath and relax.

Lunch: This is so
weird, I am a legal
adult, and I am in
the same school as
14 year olds.

After Lunch: I
already thought I
was struggling, but
now I am writing
an in-class essay
on a book I have
never even read.

After Lunch: This
is the epitome of
senior year; I only
have one class that I
need to graduate.

2:10: Okay, now I
have tutoring at
3:00, and my bus
is late.

2:10: When is
graduation?

After School: I
have four hours
of homework, but
I passed out after
I took a shower. I
forgot about half of
the homework
I had to do.

After School: Maybe I will take a nap,
maybe do some
homework, nothing
serious.
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Jasmine McCree

a commit to Mount
Saint Mary’s College (Division 1) for soccer, Jasmine
McCree is one of many
talented athletes at Centennial High School. In addition to soccer, she plays
basketball and runs track.
McCree has been playing
soccer for 9 years, basketball for 5 years and track
for 3 years.
“Sports have been a huge
force in my life because
they teach me how to be a
team player, build character, and teach me commitment,” said McCree.
McCree hasn’t only
played these three sports
in her life, as she played
tennis in middle school.
She continues to
work on and off

4

the field by balancing her
academics and her athletics, which she struggled
with when she first started
playing high school sports.
“I adjusted. After practice I start my homework as soon as I get
home but on game
days I try to complete some of my
work at school;
basically I really just have
to manage my
time wisely,” she
said. Time management was
essential
to
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McCree because she knew
that she would not be able
to play high school sports
if her grades slipped.
McCree suffered a back
injury that caused
her to miss out
on most of
the 20162017 basketball
season
a n d
made
playing
difficult.
She
continu e s

to recover and is starting
up this year’s track season.
McCree personally feels
that she is better at soccer
due to her accomplishments over the past few
years, and she feels that she
utilizes all of her abilities
on the soccer field. “I enjoy playing soccer the most.
It’s the first sport I started
to play and love. I never get
tired of it and I’m so glad I
can continue to play in college,” she said.
This is McCree’s last year
at Centennial, and she is excited to finish up her high
school athletic career with
Centennial’s track team.
-Kieran Senisi

Pinning the Competition
For the past nine

years, the Centennial wrestling
program has sent
at least one wrestler every year to
the State Finals
at the University of Maryland.
Since 2015, 4
Centennial wrestlers have been
crowned
State
Champions for
their respective
weight classes.
These statistics
are just one part
of the growing
legacy that is the
Centennial Wrestling Program.
A program is built on the
culture inside the gym. A
team with an expectation
for hard work, dedication,
and discipline will
go further than
one with a
lackadaisical,
underachieving cul- Narmouq
ture.
The
Centennial program is built
off a desire to win
and to be better.
“There [is] a core of guys
that want to get better and
are willing to work hard
and make sacrifices to

In addition to
the hard work of
the wrestlers, a
devoted coaching
staff is priceless.
“I hope [people]
can see through
me that a firstyear wrestler with
[a] bad JV record
freshman
year
can build and
become a good
wrestler
under
the coaches,” said
Narmouq, a four
year wrestler at
Narmouq Wrestling Centennial.
Coach KraissPhoto Contributed By: Amr Narmouq
er hopes to condo so,” varsity coach Cliff team’s success to the hard
tinue the growth
Kraisser said.
work put in during practice of this successful program,
The team is more than hours.
encouraging his wrestlers
just a group of people who
“When it’s time to be to challenge their friends to
share a common interest.
serious there is no mess- give the sport a chance.
“We developed into a ing around because what“It may be the hardest
family, and you watch ever you do in the
thing they’ve ever
out for each oth- [ p r a c t i c e ]
done - it was for
er inside and room shows
me - but I
o u t s i d e in
your
guarantee
of
the m a t c h it will be
practice es,” he
worth
r o o m ,” said.
it,” he
J. Kraisser
senior
Coach
said.
c apt ain Kraiss-Sabrina
A m r e
r
Han
Narmouq a g r e e d
said.
that pracThe team tices
are
finished 5-6 in important to a
the county this year, with team’s success. “There is
two state qualifiers and one no standing around, the
State Champion, sopho- guys are constantly workmore Jason Kraisser.
ing. They leave practice exNarmouq attributes the hausted,” he said.
Photos By: Zach Grable
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Mya Valiansky in Art I

Jake Carr in Guitar Class

Cameron Martin in ARL
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Centennial’s Team in the
Homewood-Centennial Basketball Game

Sam Andrew Reviewing a Presentation

Sanya Ahmed Painting Yvonne
Carandang’s Face at WorldFest

Basketball
Student Section

Photo Gallery
Eli Ross and Arman Jalali

Strutting with the Staff at Wilde Lake High School

Homewood-Centennial
Basketball Game

NHS Members Volunteering at the National Walk for Epilepsy
Photos By: the Wingspan Photo Team
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On Friday, March 3, 2017,

Centennial’s Young Democrats held a TEDx event in
the school’s auditorium.
Nithya Raman, the committee chair for the event,
found the inspiration to
put on the event through
her internship at Johns
Hopkins.
“[Being] the president
of Young Democrats, I
thought that would be the
best way to do this,” said
Raman.
The process for organizing Centennial’s TEDx
started at the end of the
2015-2016 school year.
“We applied for our license
last June, and we got it later in the summer,” shared
Raman.
TEDx is independent
from TED, but was created with the same concept
in mind: “ideas worth
spreading.” The event featured Centennial upperclassmen giving speeches
about innovative ideas that
they have.
“We decided on speakers
that passionately care about

Jenna Baruch
“The Culture of Silence”

delivered a speech titled “A
Culture of Silence” which
talked about rape culture
and how it has affected her
life and her friends’ lives,
as well as the school environment around her.
“I [hoped] to inform the
audience of how often this
[sexual assault] is happening here, and try to open
their eyes,” commented
Baruch.
“TEDx gives us the opportunity to instill a posiSidney Holt tive change in the Howard
“The Denial of Sincerity” County community,” commented Nacion.
educating the audience
While TEDx was a long
on carefully researched and winding road for those
ideas and concepts. By involved, it was very sucsharing these ideas, the cessful, and the Young
speakers and the com- Democrats hope to host
mittee hoped to set forth the event again next year, if
a motion of change with- not biannually.
in the community.
“It’s a long process, but
Speeches touched on a it will definitely happen
plethora of subjects: the again,” concluded Raman.
intelligence of chickens,
-Meghan Moore
how the internet affects
sincerity, the necessity
Allison Brown for interdisciplinary ed“Shattering the Glass Ceiling: ucation, and much more.
Women in STEM”
Senior Jenna Baruch

TEDx
8

issues in the community,”
shared committee leader
Nikki Nacion.
The event consisted
of nine speakers broken
up by a 30-minute intermission where guests
and speakers mingled in
the cafeteria while enjoying food provided by the
TEDx committee and a
performance from Centennial’s Jazz Band.
The theme of Centennial’s event was “get
schooled,” which entailed
speakers informing and

Photos By: Shalini Malhotra

When

the name Zach
Lederer is mentioned in
the Centennial community, most think of a legacy.
Lederer was diagnosed
with brain cancer at a very
young age and fought hard
to fight off the illness.
Through his fight,
support was endless,

especially from his family
and friends.
Lederer did not let anything stop him from doing
the things he loved. He
was engaged within the
school body in countless
ways, such as managing the
boys’ basketball and football teams at Centennial.
After high school, Lederer
managed the University of
Maryland men’s basketball
team.
During his freshman year
in high school, Lederer was
diagnosed with brain cancer for the second time in
his life.
After a surgery to resect
the brain tumor, Lederer
asked his father to take a
picture of him strongman
posing to get the message
out that he would not give
up. Lederer’s picture instantly went viral, and people from everywhere began

taking pictures “Zaching.”
On March 11, 2014,
Lederer lost his battle and
passed at the young age
of 20 years old. After
Lederer’s

passing,
the
support from his friends
and family did not end; if
anything, it was only the
beginning.
To this day, countless
fundraisers and events are
held in support of Lederer and others in similar
situations. Some of these
fundraisers/events include
the Zaching
Against Cancer 5K and
the “Living
the Dream”
Gala.
Among
these fundraisers, one
of the most
well known
around the
C entennial
community
is the Zaching Against
Cancer 3 on
3
Basketball Tourna-
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ment. The tournament has been going
on at Centennial annually for two years
now.
Before Lederer’s passing,
Lederer sat down with
two of his mentors,
Chad Hollwedel
and Robert Slopek, to
discuss
t h e
idea
of the
tourn a ment.
Slopek, now a health
teacher at Centennial, and
Hollwedel, boys’ varsity
basketball coach, bonded
with and supported Lederer through his lifelong fight
and wanted to create something to honor Lederer.
The three sat down together and created something
“just for the students,” as
Slopek said, and the idea

of a basketball tournament
was the golden idea.
Slopek said that if Lederer was still here today, he
would enjoy “just seeing
people having fun, playing basketball, that’s Zach.”
Lederer had the attitude of
“not worrying about who’s
winning and who’s losing,
but just coming down,
having a fun time, and engaging with other people. I
think he would be thrilled,”
said Slopek.
The tournament is still
managed today by Slopek
and Hollwedel. The tournament games, which are
held in the main gymnasium, last eight minutes. The
games are played during
Eagle Time with a lively
student section cheering
the teams on.
-Zach Grossman

Photo By: Zach Grable
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hour or two
before

What is your
perfect prom hair?

An at-home do
will certainly
do

When do you
arrive at Prom?

Fashionably
late

On the day of
Prom, when do you
start getting ready?

Do you do your
nails?

Done at-home
or not at all

“We spend too much
time on hair and
makeup. MAJOR L.
#stressmode.”
-Rachel Mathew
“I’m most excited to
make memories with
my friends and have
awesome photos to
look back on.”
-Callie Andrew

Salon
style
nails

How do you
arrive at Prom?
Stand
pose
just a

Drive there
yourself

How much time
do you spend at
After Prom?
Grab the food
and go
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“First I buy ... a
corsage, then we take
flicks ... then we dance
like we’re animals; next
we head out to the after
moves and have the most
ultimate time.”
-Ethan Kaminski
Early in
the a.m.

“I’m going to take
a shower and lather my
hair with gel and then
I’ll be ready for prom!”
-Josh Horen

Professional
do

On time

The month before

Prom Person #1: What’s the Big Deal?
You just got your dress/tux a week ago and still aren’t sure how you are
getting to Prom, but that is alright. You might pose for a few pictures to
make your parents happy, and then you will head to Prom. You plan to
spend Prom chatting with your friends, rather than on the dance floor. After Prom is great for all of the food: Qdoba, Chick-fil-A, pizza, smoothies,
and desserts all in one place. Once you eat as much food as you can, it is
time to head out.

In a limo or
party bus

Stay at After
Prom for food
and some activities

Prom Person #2: Why
Prom sounds fun and you have a goo
with. It may not be the most extrava
little late, but you all dress up and sho
dancing and some time chatting, and
The food is enticing and you’re looki
prize wheel, use the photo booth, and
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When do you get your dress/rent
your tuxedo?
Months in
advance

Alterations are a MUST

Does it need to
be the perfect fit?
No
alterations

Make at home or
you don’t get one

“I would make sure
that I buy my date a
flower that matches
her dress so we look
good for pictures.”
-Bobby Jones

and
for
few

“All I have to do to get
ready for prom is get
dressed.”
-Hudson Graves

How do you get
the corsage/
boutonniere?

Wear what
you have you know it’s
comfortable

Purchased at
the flower shop

How many
photos do you take?

y Not Go? It’ll Be Fun!
od group of friends to spend the night
agant get together and you may be a
ow out. You spend some time at Prom
d eventually you head to After Prom.
ing to play the cash machine, spin the
d watch the movie.

Buy a
brand new,
perfect pair

How do you
arrive at Prom?

A million - so
many poses to
try

Stay at After
Prom for food
and some activities

What is your
shoe choice?

How much time
do you spend at
After Prom?

Drive there
yourself

Stay until closing to
do as much as you
can

“My friends
and I will get a party bus ... and we will
bring speakers and
have a great time.”
-Kayla Roddy
In a limo or
party bus

Prom Person #3: Prom, Prom, and More Prom
You have been looking forward to Prom and After Prom all year, and it is
finally here! You spend your whole day getting ready because simply put:
you have to look perfect. You arrive to Prom in style and stay on the dance
floor the whole night. At After Prom, after consuming endless amounts of
food, you bounce around from place to place to do as much as you can in
the time allowed. You can’t miss out on the casino games, inflatables, virtual
roller coaster, and raffle prizes.
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Jenna Baruch

“A horse is only as big as its rider”
-Nick Harris
Hero: My grandma <3
Shark or Dolphin:
I love sharks!
Favorite Movie:
The Lego Movie
Spirit Animal:
Labradoodle
Nickname:
jenbeeb or
jen
“Feet, what do I need those for when
If your life were a movie, who
I have wings to fly?” -Frida Kahlo
would play you? Audrey Lawrence
Favorite Movie:
Moonrise Kingdom

Maria Paula
Rodriguez

Favorite Meme:
Poot
Spirit Animal:
Piggie!
Intended Major:
Painting
If your life were a
movie, who would
play you?
Some Hispanic
actress from a
telenovela
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Claude Willard

“I just need a queen, so I can be a
fool” -Millo
Spirit Animal: Manatee
Intended Major: Film
Nickname: Clawed
the Rapper
Hero: Tyler,
The Creator
Favorite
Movie:
Superbad
Favorite Meme:
Dank Ones

Michael Simmons

“Appa, yip yip!”
Spirit Animal: Flying water bison
(Appa)
Nickname:
Simmons
Favorite Movie:
Water Boy
Hero:
Michael
Mantle
Intended
Major:
Elementary Education

Alex Kartak
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Nithya Raman

“It’s not a phase mom”
Dream Vacation: West Wing of the
White House
Spirit Animal: Boo
from Monster’s Inc.
Favorite Movie:
The Lizzie
McGuire Movie
Nickname:
Nith Nith
Hero: Barack
Obama

“i” -Kendrick Lamar

If your life were a
movie, who would
play you? Hamlet
Favorite Meme:
Dat boi
Favorite Band:
Trippple Threat
Hero: Captain
Underpants
Dream Vacation:
Dubai

Photos By: Shalini Malhotra
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Shawn Kruhm

freshman
Shawn Kruhm
convinced his
sister to call
their mom at
work to tell
her that he had
broken his arm
playing football. His mother
returned
home to find
Kruhm and his
sister laughing
on the couch.
In 1992,
NPR aired a
show during
which it was announced
that Richard Nixon would
run for president again.
The host of the show did
not reveal that the message
was a prank until the end of
the show.
Other pranks have targeted the gullible. Ximena
Diaz, a sophomore, “fooled
my friend into thinking I
had bought Beyoncé tickets

ApRiL FoOlS

Speculation exists around

how April Fools’ Day came
to be, but most people
agree that the fun holiday
has been celebrated for
centuries. It was first popularized in England in the
early eighteenth century,
but had been celebrated
in one way or another for
hundreds of years before
1700. As to why the day of
comedy occurs on April 1?
Nobody knows for sure.
In Scotland, April Fools’
Day eventually came to be
known as Hunt-the-Gowk
Day. The term “gowk”
means fool. People sent
chain mail postal letters
to friends on April 1 and
pinned “kick me” signs
on the backs of friends on
April 2.
France adopted a similar tradition; students put
pictures of fish on schoolmates’ backs, possibly reflective of the zodiac symbol Pisces because of its
close proximity in date to

14

April 1.
Over time, pranks have
gotten sillier in nature. In
1957, BBC reported that
spaghetti had been harvested from Swiss trees,
and created a video that
seemed to prove it.
Centennial High School
students have pulled a
few pranks of their own.
Senior Jennifer Ahn pretended to have
a nosebleed by Sam Mora
inhaling ketchup, even though
she is allergic
to the condiment.
Junior
Sam Mora once
walked around
her neighborhood with a
clown mask and
followed neighbors.
Some jokes
have
evolved
to evoke fear.
When he was
in sixth grade,

Photos By: Shalini Malhotra

for the both of us but ended
up giving her a piece of paper that said ‘April Fools!’”
Duolingo.com, a language-learning
website,
debuted a new pillow last
year that would supposedly teach people a new language overnight. In 1996,
Taco Bell created an advertisement that announced
it had bought the Liberty
Bell, and that the historic monument would now
be called the Taco Liberty
Bell.
Whether fun, downright
ridiculous, or even infuriating, April Fools’ Day reminds us all to laugh every
once in awhile, and once a
year, to remain suspicious
of everything and everyone.
-Caroline Chu

A short history of
pranks and jests

! Spring Break !
With only one snow day in the 2016-2017 school year and a very short Winter Break, Centennial’s students are more
than excited for Spring Break. Students will be dismissed from school three hours early on April 7 and will return
on April 17, making the vacation ten days long. Here are some fun ideas to have a great time on Spring Break and
various items to pack to make the best trip.

Packing List
Sunblock and hats to protect skin from
the sun’s harmful UV rays
Cameras to capture and save moments
with friends and family
Snacks (granola bars, chips, etc) to stay
satisfied without spending money

Destinations

ay
w
A
Get

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Cancun, Mexico
The Bahamas
Dayton Beach, Florida
Costa Rica
Puerto Rico

Portable chargers to stay connected
without worrying about running out of
battery

Bermuda

Aloe Vera to heal nasty sunburns

Jamaica

Deck of cards and games to stay entertained while traveling

South Padre Island, Texas
Walt Disney World, Orlando, Florida

Mary

Baltimore

Pain relievers, medicine, and a first aid
kit in case of emergencies

land

Chesapeake Bay
Ocean City

Towels to dry off after water activities

Assateague Island

Headphones to listen to music

Deep Creek Lake
Fort McHenry

Umbrella in case of rain
Clothes based on destination’s weather

National Aquarium
Maryland Zoo in Baltimore

-Lara Cahow & Laila Abu-Ghaida
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UNDER
the

WING

Spring
Wordsearch
Bloom
SpringBreak
Eggs
Flowers
Hiking
Pastels
Picnics
Rainbow
Showers
DaylightSavings
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-Sandy Eichhorn
Under the Wing Design By: Sabrina Han
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1. Your name 2. Deck of Cards 3. Footsteps 4. An envelope

Nika’s Hair Studio
3600 St. Johns Lane
Ellicott City, MD 21042
410-465-1332

Co m m e r c i a l

/ Indust rial

CON SU LTAT I ON / DESI GN / L AY OU T
Types of Work

Types of Customers

Asphalt Resurfacing (Overlay)

Parking Lots / Streets

Asphalt Repairs

Shopping Centers

New Asphalt Construction

General Contractors

Asphalt Milling

Commercial Properties

Stone & Gravel

Industrial Sites

Concrete Site Work

Apartment Complexes

Hot Pour Crackfill

Churches & Schools

Seat Coat

Motels & Hotels

Striping

Cemeteries

Pathways

Golf Course Roadways

Wheel Stops

Home Owners Associations

BONDABLE
MINORITY OWNED

p hone 301. 937. 3900
p hone 703. 848 . 2121

fax 301. 9 37. 3893

P.O. Box 358, Beltsville, MD 20704

Since 1979
Serving Maryland,
D.C, and Virginia

www.asphaltgeneral.com

Asphalt General is a Division of Raymond R. Cahow, Inc.

Member

MAA

Maryland
Asphalt
Association
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